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A phenomenon of modern America is the so-called
"think company." It owns no factories, manufac-
tures no products and makes no shipments, but
just "thinks" about problems--and brilliant ways
to solve them.
We have a number of "think companies" at Westing-
house. One is a group of scientists who do almost
nothing but seek basic knowledge, like the produc-
tion of light by solids and the origin of magnetism.
Other Westinghouse scientists apply basic knowledge
to that most demanding of all problems ... national defense.
And there is still another group whose principal job is to
think about what products will be needed in the American home
10 or 15 years from now.
Out of this kind of thinking at Westinghouse have come
startling advances in atomic power, the launching system for
Polaris, the super magnet, and other developments.
The achievements of Westinghouse scientists in the past
are the best guarantee of new ones in the future.
For information on rewarding career opportunities at
Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, talk with
our representative when he visits your campus, or write
L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department,
Ardmore and Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Penna. You
can be sure ... if
To catch an atom ...
Did you know that only one in every 140 uranium atoms found in nature can be split to produce usable
nuclear energy? It takes fantastically intricate equipment to capture these elusive atoms. The people of
Union Carbide are doing it in a plant at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, large enough to hold 35 football fields.
Many people thought the uranium separation process too complex to work. For example, pumps had
to be developed, that run faster than the speed of sound . . . filters made with holes only two-millionths of
an inch across. Union Carbide scientists and engineers not only helped design such a plant and made it
work, 20 years ago, but they have been operating it ever since. Union Carbide also operates other vital
nuclear energy installations for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. One is Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory, the largest nuclear research center in the country. To handle such big research and production jobs
requires big, experienced industrial companies. It is only because of their extensive resources and skills
that it is possible to take the giant steps needed to bring laboratory developments to full-scale
production quickly and successfully.
A HAND IN THINGS TO COME
WRITE for the booklet, "Union Carbide's Twenty Years in Nuclear Energy."
January 18, 1963, marked the 20th anniversary of the Corporation's work at Oak Ridge.
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Occasionally it is necessary to state the purpose and
goals for the existence of a college magazine. It is
not only necessary for the sake of the magazine itself,
but also for each individual in whose life the magazine
has a role. I believe that it is time for this analysis
of the Rose Technic.
The Rose Technic is the oldest engineering college
magazine in continuous monthly publication in the
United States. It was founded in 1891 by W. A. Lay-
man, then a student of Rose, and the first issue was
printed June 12 of that year.
In the first issue, Mr. Layman stated that in char-
acter and in scope, the predominating idea of the
Technic would be the promotion of all interests of the
Rose Polytechnic Institute. He added that the pur-
pose of the Technic contemplated a journal of intrinsic
merit, publishing articles of scientific and philosophical
interest, which would not only contribute to the pleas-
ure of its readers, but to their education as well. It
would be the duty of the editors to collect and present
these technical contributions as they were offered
by the students and faculty, adding to these those
features of local happenings necessary to the varied
phases of the successful college magazine.
Today, the Technic is successfully practicing the
same basic idea of editorship that was used in that
first issue in 1891. It is true that the Explorer reports
the majority of local happenings, and is fulfilling a
vacancy which the Technic, by its nature, could not
accomplish. The present goal of the Technic today
is to continue the basic policy set forth in 1891, and
to exert our energy toward the pursuit of excellence.
There are many criteria for excellence in a
college magazine, but the main one is its quality. The
quality of any technical magazine is measured by the
technical proficiency of its articles and the editorship
used in presenting these articles to the reader. Circu-
lation is also an important qualification for excellence,
since without circulation to the reader the entire pur-
pose of the magazine is defeated.
The Technic meets each of these qualifications,
largely by the proficency and the dedication to the
magazine of the staff. Our contributing members
represent the best products of Rose's excellence, and
the editing and related staff members have the re-
quired degree of dedication to insure excellence in
publication. Our circulation is in excess of 2200 copies
per month and insures that the magazine is readily
available to read.
In the future, I am sure that the Technic will con-
tinue its well proven formula for success. It will
continue to provide outstanding opportunities for Rose
inen to gain valuable experience in the field of journal-
ism. The members of the Technic staff will continue
to examine with a most critical eye each issue of the
Technic to insure the continuation of the fine reputa-
tion which it has won over the many years. We will
not falter in our purpose, the pursuit of excellence;
and Rose and its students will always feel a deep sense
of pride in the Rose Technic.
M. D. T.
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Ambitious, talented young men with new
ideas and a zest for challenge will find
unusual opportunity at Delco Radio Division,
General Motors Corporation.
Delco enjoys an enviable reputation for attracting
and retaining top-notch talent in the
electronics field. We feel it's a result
of the atmosphere at Delco where
OPPORTUNITY the individual finds opportunityto exercise and develop hisabilities to the fullest.
IS Y011 riS at Our recently completed 125,000 sq. ft.Research and Development Center
provides unlimited facilities
DELCO in the investigation and developmentof such space age devices as semi-
for utilizing these abilities
conductors, computers, static inverters,
thermoelectric generators, power supplies,
machine controls, to name but a few of
Delco's current projects.
To this combination of outstanding talent and
facilities we attribute our pattern of success
over the years. To this same combination
we look for continued success as we assault
the challenges of the future.
Why not cast your lot with a leader
in the field? Arrange an appointment
with our interviewer when he visits your
campus, or for additional information
write: Mr. C. D. Longshore, Supervisor
—Salaried Employment.
solid state electronics • /
ELCO RADIO DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS





New students on the Rose campus are sometimes shaken by the work load thrust upon them and by
the pace of new material in their courses. Some of those whose mid-year grades did not come up to ex-
pectations naturally ask themselves "Is it really worth while to study hard?"
It is trite to say that the answer is simply "Yes." Great teachers have always found ways to clothe
this blunt affirmative in attractive dress by making the learning process itself rewarding and satisfying.
Perhaps the "inner light" that comes from a rea lly deep comprehension of some scientific law or en-
gineering principle is enough return on the investment of hard work required for its mastery. But
a more demanding requirement is laid on the stud ent preparing for a professional career. To meet this
obligation he needs to achieve genuine understanding rather than mere dexterity in formula plugging
and outline memorization.
Dean N. W. Dougherty has pointed out that there are three minimum essential elements characteriz-
ing the professional man. They are, first, a body of specialized knowledge in which he is truly expert,
second, a spirit of service dedicating that knowledge and expertness to all the people and, third, a sense
of loyalty to the members of his own group which leads him to share generously knowledge and abili-
ties which further the profession itself. It is noteworthy that the first and primary element is the body
of specialized knowledge, the genuine competence in a particular field. Because the professional man
does bear the burden of serving his fellow man he cannot escape from the responsibility of being really
expert in the technical phases of his chosen profession. The price of such competence is high. Often
it requires a development of the art of concentration almost painful in its exclusion of interesting diver-
sions. While breadth of knowledge helps to make the "whole man" it is depth of comprehension that
characterizes the true professional.
Over the years, men of Rose have taken a quiet satisfaction in their adherence to this fundamental
tenet in the preparation for professional careers. Thus they have been able to spend their energies to
conform to the admonition from the Sermon on the Mount: "Whosoever shall compel thee to go one
mile—go with him twain." Dr. William E. Wicken den summed it up this way: "Every calling has its
mile of compulsion, its daily round of tasks and duties, its standard of honest craftsmanship, its code
of man-to-man relations, which one must cover if he is to survive. Beyond this lies the mile of voluntary
effort, where men strive for excellence, give unrequited service to the good and seek to invest their
works with a wide and enduring significance. It is only in this second mile that a calling may attain to
the dignity and the distinction of a profession."
4.4teflo(e,e„to&
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ME, EE, AE, ENGINEERS
Fed up with a profusion of promises?
If the thought has crossed your mind that
there's too much of a good thing going around
for engineering students lately, we don't
blame you. We are making no exaggerated
promises. In fact, we are looking to you and
to other engineering students for promise to
bring to us. There's a switch!
History's second most significant Noah de-
fines promise as, "Ground for hope, expecta-
tion, or assurance, often specific, of eventual
success." Since we are dedicated to the propo-
sition of complete success in all our endeavors,
—and the less "eventual," the better—we are
looking for men of promise.
What's up at Hamilton Standard? In brief,
a diversification program that includes design
and development of propulsion controls, life
support systems, other environmental control
systems, electron beam, automatic stabiliza-
tion systems, propellers, and ground support
equipment.
For additional information contact your
placement office, or write direct to Mr.
Timothy K. Bye, Supervisor, College Re-
lations, Hamilton Standard division of
United Aircraft Corporation, Windsor Locks,
Connecticut.
Hamilton Standard DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
AOpportl.
Your future in chemical engineering is his business
He's a Monsanto Professional Employment representa-
tive. He's your representative, too ... your link between
campus and company. His knowledge of Monsanto is
complete, and he's especially qualified to counsel with
you regarding your future.
Ask him about Monsanto's diversity—in geography,
activities, products— that means ever-expanding op-
portunity for the young man of exceptional promise.
Ask him about Monsanto's research-mindedness, how
it helps develop your creativity. Ask this expert in
futures about the future Monsanto offers you in research,
engineering, manufacturing and marketing.
See your Placement Director to arrange an interview
when we visit your campus soon. Or write for our
new brochure, "You, Your




pany, St. Louis 66, Missouri.
ALL QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL RECEIVE CONSIDERATION WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, CREED, COLOR OR NATIONAL ORIGIN
space biology
This article has been translated from the
original Russian article as a class project for
Russian III under the tutelage of Mr. Peter Priest.
The article was published in the Russian period-
ical Nauki i Religia (Science and Religion) in the
October 1962 issue.
The article has been translated and published
with the idea of educating the reader to the
form of Russian propaganda. The opinions ex-
pressed in the article are those of the original
author and NOT those of the translator or of
this magazine.
This is the first of a series of such articles
designed to acquaint the Rose student with some
typical foreign literature.
Not so long ago voyages to other
planets seemed like an unrealizable
dream, the fantasy of a novelist. The
remarkable flights of the Soviet
cosmonauts and other progress in
the conquest of space transformed
this dream into reality, raising to
the forefront of science the problem
of the existence of life on other
worlds.
We are standing on the threshold
of the space age. For this reason
the interest which the problems of
life on the other planets call forth
in the widest circles is quite under-
standable. In this connection the
ideas and discoveries of the late
Soviet Astronomer G. A. Tikov, who
established the new science, astro-
nomical biology, have received wide
notice.
Life as a Natural Phenomenon
In his works, F. Engels gives the
following definition of life: Life is
the method of existence of protein
bodies, with the most important cir-
cumstances of which being constant
exchange of substances, i.e. metab-
olism, with surrounding nature,
moreover, with the cessation of this
exchange, life ceases, which leads to
the decomposition of the protein.
This definition, the validity of which
is confirmed by each step in the de-
velopment of biological science,
shows that life lies on a material
foundation. Protein, (an example
of which could be the muscles of
the body and eggwhites) is a com-
bination of carbon, hydrogen, oxy-
gen, and nitrogen with the addition
of sulphur, phosphorus, and some
other substances. Consequently,
their component parts—these inor-
ganic elements of nature--which are
strictly limited, extremely compli-
cated compounds, lead under certain
conditions to the rise of a new qual-
ity—the phenomenon of life.
First the temperature cannot be
either excesively high or excessively
low. On earth heat-loving bacteria
and some lower water plants adapt
to life in almost boiling water, such
as in hot springs, with temperatures
up to 92 degrees centigrade. Micro-
organisms have been discovered liv-
ing near a temperature of 150 de-
grees. Penguins, white bears, and
other polar animals live in extreme
cold, about -50 degrees to -60 de-
grees.
Second, there must be water on
the planet. Water is an important
component of every organism. With
its aid, the process of nourishment
occurs in the organism, and various
life processes are accomplished.
'Third, the planet must possess an
air covering, or atmosphere. Air is
necessary first of all because atmos-
pheric pressure keeps water in the
liquid state. Moreover, air is neces-
sary for the respiration of the living
organism. With the aid of respira-
tion they receive energy necessary
for the performance of the exchange
of substances.
Scholars Say Life Exists
on the Planets
Thus the first stage of the search
for life on the planets must be the
elucidation of conditions required on
them. Astronomers divide large
planets into two groups. Those
nearer to the sun—Mercury, Venus,
Earth, and Mars—are called the
planets of the Earth groups. They




rather slowly around their axes. To
the planets of the Jupiter group be-
long the remote planets—the giants
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Nep-
tune. They are many times larger
than planets of the Earth group and
revolve rapidly.
The earth is three times farther
from the sun than Mercury and Mer-
cury always turns the same side to-
ward the sun. For this reason, on
the sunlit hemisphere of the planet,
the temperature ??? ?? ?
It is important to notice—and this
is emphasized by science--that the
appearance of the bearers of life,
protein, was not accidental, but a
regular stage in the development of
the material of the planets.
Contemporary science proved the
material unity of the world, the reg-
ularity of it. Just exactly this great
unity permits us in the study of the
solar system to understand the phe-
nomena which take place in the dis-
tant parts of the universe. Many of
the events occurring in it have even
been foretold.
The earth is an ordinary planet.
Neither its chemical nor thermal
composition nor its light require-
ments are anything unusual or ex-
ceptional. In our solar system are
planets, with many similar within
it, for instance Mars. For this reason
one may think that earth passed
through stages in its development
typical for many planets. But in
that case, other planets also can and
must form conditions, sirnilar to
those which led to the occurrence of
life on earth.
The problem of life on other
worlds is a question of one's philo-
sophical outlook. That is a reason
for the struggle for its materialistic
solution continuing to the present.
This is the struggle of science against
religion, materialism against ideal-
ism. If life were discovered even on
one of the observed planets, it would
bring a new destructive blow to the
religious fiction about the "divine"
creation of life on earth.
Conditions Necessary for Life
It is impossible to produce the liv-
ing organism itself, existing inde-
pendent from its environment. This
environment must maintain vital ac-
tivities. For this reason, there must
be certain conditions for the devel-
opment of life on a planet.
On mercury the temperature ex-
ceeds 400 degrees, and the oppo-
site side has a temperature of be-
tween -200 and -250 degrees. We can
not really imagine proteins which
exist at such scorching temperatures
or such disastrous cold. Actually, at
the border of the eternal Mercurian
day and eternal night, the tempera-
ture conditions must be compara-
tively moderate. But if there is
water there, we do not know it.
Many scholars categorically deny
the possibility of organic life on the
great planets. Other scholars con-
sider that it must exist there in the
form of micro-organisms. The heart-
iness of the smallest amoeba is strik-
ing. Microbes live in burning hot
wastes of the Sahara, where even
with the help of special apparatus
they cannot successfully discover a
trace of water. Some bacteria live
in concentrated solutions of Mer-
curic bichloride, stand a ten percent
solution of sulphuric acid. Many
types of micro-organisms are not in
need of free oxygen; they support
their own vital processes utilizing
the chemical energy of the minerals.
The extremely cold outer layer of
the atmospheres of large planets
with temperatures of -140 degrees
and lower are unfit for life. More
favorable conditions could be in
deeper zones. "According to data,"
Tikov asures us, "it is possible to
consider that with penetration of
the atmosphere of the giant planets,
the temperature gradually increases
and at some depth become zero and
even positive." It is true, moreover,
that the pressure increases. But
from laboratory experiments, it is
known that growing fungi and bac-
teria stand a pressure of about 3000
atmospheres and yeast—about 8000
atmospheres! Micro-organisms on
Jupiter and other giant planets, if
they exist there, could adapt them-
selves to greater pressures of forces.
Now let us return to the middle
zone with moderate temperatures,
where Earth, Venus, and Mars are
located. Venus is called the planet
of mystery. The source of this mys-
tery is the dense cloud cover, con-
stantly hiding the planet from us.
About thirty years ago, with the aid
of spectral analysis, an important
discovery was made: carbon dioxide
gas is in the atmosphere of Venus in
large amounts. But what is hidden
under the cloud cover of the planet?
What is the real environment of the
world? Many years of observation
have not given an answer.
Only in recent times has the mys-
tery of the planet begun to be re-
vealed. Very valuable information
was obtained from radio study of
Venus, accomplished by Soviet sci-
(Continued on Page 30)
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Reasons tor building a career at Collins:
IN MICROWAVE/CARRIER
1. You'll be helping to design the finest equipment
built. 2. You'll have the opportunity of working on
both military and commercial projects — such as
high density multiplex, high speed data communica-
tions, integrated communication systems, telemetry
and remote control, and transportable systems. And
you'll stay right with a project until completion.
3. You'll be with one of the nation's leading growth
companies with plants in the locations listed at right
and facilities throughout the world. 11] Contact your
placement office, or write to the Collins engineering
center nearest you.
Collins has openingsfor M.E.'s,
I.E.'s, E.E.'s and graduate
level physicists in design,





















Paging through the old Technics, I came upon an
article which read as though it were a letter written by
a 1962-63 Rose Freshman to a buddy back home. This
article, which appeared in the February, 1924 issue of
The Technic, is a "letter" written by a "typical" Rose
Freshman just after he has completed "finals-week"
and "Rush Season."
Dear Pete:
Well, old sock, I suppose you are commencing to won-
der as to what has become of me, but believe you Bill,
I sure have been Busy. The last week of January was
"final-week" and it sure did look as if it wuz going to be
my final week at R. P. I.
We had an exam every day for six days, and even
yet my hair has an unnatural hue due to it's almost
turning gray under the terrific mental strain and brain-
storm that threatened to overwhelm me. Day after day
I sat, vainly trying to give my exam papers a worthy
appearance, but the only thing that rose clear in my
mind was "Why did I ever decide to try to be an engi-
neer?"
We did have an opportunity to air our personal views,
however, as in the English exam we were told to write
a letter giving our suggestions for the betterment of the
school management and curriculum. Although mine was
sorta brief I enumerated 'em under the following ten
headings:
1. All eight o'clock classes will be abolished.
2. All classes will cease at two o'clock daily—except
Fridays. "Home-go" at noon on that day.
3. Professors will distribute exam questions three
(3) days before the date when the students are
expected to answer them.
4. Students will refrain from removing their hats
during recitation periods.
5. Assembly will be compulsory on the third Tues-
day of each week.
edited by Bill Royer
6. Football or basketball will be a five-credit course.
7. Discontented Professors may ask for the chair of
Applied Electricity at Sing Sing Institute. The
request will be cheerfully granted.
8. Students will refrain from shooting craps for
more than two bits a crack during lecture periods.
The excitement of a stronger game often leads to
noise which disturbs those who, having had dates
the night before, need their rest.
9. All students living in Clinton, Louisville and
Havana will be members of the St. Pat's "refresh-
ment" committee. Funds will be furnished by an
appropriation from the General Fund.
10. No one shall molest Mr. Day's "Coles Phillips—
John Held" Art gallery in the wood shop. De-
struction or removal of any of these works of art
will be punishable by expulsion from the Insti-
tute.
Now honest, Pete, if those rules wouldn't change con-
ditions at Rose, why I'm a sport model jackass!
Of course, we must realize that Rose Poly, like every-
thing else worth while and modem, must be uplifted.
Fortunately, the world has enough up-lifters and shock-
absorbers to do the job. The other night one of 'em
"held sway" at a downtown hall, and he deplored the
conduct of the college youth of today. In the course of
the lecture he gargles thusly: - - - "My friends, the
floors of hell are paved with champagne, automobiles
and chorus girls." At this crack a well known Rose
senior stands up, gleefully waves his arms aloft and
chortles, "0 death, where is thy sting? Hot rocks! Let's
go!" He broke up the show.
Finals were over on Saturday morning, and at noon
the lid flew off and "Rush Season" started commencing
on all six. "Rush Season" is the correct name. The
fraternity men rush hither and yon riding herd on the






My job? Flight mechanics. I'm working
on trajectories for spacecraft JPL
hasn't even designed yet. Most of
my work is based on advanced
propulsion systems. Ion propulsion,
for example.
The people I work with would be
pretty hard to beat anywhere. As
far as being in the midst of things,
you'd have to go some to find a place
better than this. The only planetary
shots are coming right from here.
I'm not married. But even if I were,
there'd be no problem. After all,
my first love is right here.
I did my undergraduate work at
UCLA. In 1956, I began working at
JPL part time, while I was in graduate
school. When I got my doctorate,
I just naturally stayed on here.
As far as technical facilities, again
it's hard to beat. Computers, one of
the best libraries there is, and
Ca!tech just down the road. I like
surfing on off hours. And the Pacific's
only an hour away.
Sometimes if things are really hot,
I come back to the office in the
evenings. Then I may take off time
here and there. The main thing is to
get the job done.
I like it very much. It's a real nice
place to work. If I ride my bike, it
takes about 15 minutes to get
here from home. If I take nny car,
about 10 minutes.
You've just been talking with Dr.
William Melbourne, scientist at Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. He's been at
JPL for six years. And he's here to
stay. If you'd like to work with men
like him...if you'd like to be part
of the challenge he faces...then
write to JPL today.
"Research and development for




Operated by California Institute of Technology for
the National Aeronautics & Space Administration
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California
Attention: Personnel Department 102
''An equal opportunity employer"
the future of
• •capitalism
I have written this paper with the
purpose in mind of expressing my
views of what our American capital-
istic system shall become in my life-
time. The conclusion drawn from
this body of ideas in not what I de-
sire or what I think is best for the
American people. It is simply what
the present trends of capitalism
show to be its future, whether good
or bad. I can see no use in trying
to make myself subconsciously be-
lieve that capitalism will ultimately
be the victor if all signs show that
our system is gradually heading for
the graveyard of economic concepts.
American capitalism—what is this
thing, this word, that we hear daily?
What is this theory, this concept,
this idea which we live with and yet
take for granted? What is this proc-
ess, this machine, this very way of
life, which brings to the people of
America that standard of living not
dreamed of by those of another land?
Furthermore what destiny shapes
the contour and eventual outcome
of this thing we call capitalism: this
capitalism which brings to us and
spells out to us the very meaning
of liberty and freedom?
This destiny I speak of is an ex-
trapolated curve of the trends and
aims of present day capitalism into
the months and years ahead; that
each person may see better that sys-
tem under which he is to live in the
future. To realize and adjust to that
which we see is ahead is to survive;




lack of interest is surely death for
all of us.
On this premise let us stand, open
our eyes, and study the future of
American capitalism which will so
vitally effect us, our children, and
our children's children. Of course,
to predict the exact outcome, down-
fall or complete triumph, of our cap-
italistic society would indeed be an
impossibility. For Adam Smith, one
who described his own time so ac-
curately, stated with a great amount
of conviction that corporation de-
velopment was an economic and psy-
chological impossibility. His argu-
ment stemmed from the fact that by
human nature alone, from which, in
this case, branches the personal
profit motive, people would not work
for corporations as they would for
themselves. Of course the convic-
tion of Smith's statement was to no
avail as the corporations throughout
America continue to grow.
Then from this isolated example
alone let it be illustrated that fore-
telling the future in any circum-
stance is no easy matter and the de-
gree of accuracy of any given pre-
diction is only as correct as that dis-
tance travelled before the first wrong
assumption was made. With this in
mind I shall project my views of
the future of American capitalism in
such a manner that no statistically
snecific conclusion can be drawn.
To say capitalism shall triumph
July 18, 1978 or shall be defeated
January 14, 1974 is reading words
that cannot possibly have a firm ba-
sis for being true. The human ideas,
attitudes, and trends of thinking,
which in essence control the direc-
tion that capitalism shall progress,
are entirely variable and can not be
pinned to certain specific facts and
dates.
Webster states that "capitalism is
an economic system in which capital
and capitalists play the principal
part." Note that he states "capital-
ists play the principal parts, not gov-
ernment, but "capitalists." This
simply means that if I am financially
able to invest, I may play the princi-
pal role in our economic system. If
you are financially able to invest, or
if Mr. Brown next door is financially
able to invest, or if Mr. Jones in the
next block can secure the funds to
invest, then each of you may play a
vital role in our system of living in
what, how much, when, and where
we'll produce the goods and services
to satisfy our population's wants
and needs. Let this then define our
capitalistic system. That is to say,
an intense motivation to secure prof-
it through a freedom to invest. At
this point it must be realized that
capitalism as defined above or any
commonplace definition is only a de-
fining description based upon a term
which varies in degree. Let us then
Place American capitalism in this
degree of variation. Consider an eco-
nomic systems scale in which pure
eapitalism is on the right. This would
be an economic environment in
which the government observes a
complete laizze faire policy. In the
middle of this systems scale would
be economic socialism which is char-
acterized by a great deal of govern-
ment ownership and a varied degree
of government management. On the
far left of this scale would be pure
communism in which government
would completely own and control
all businesses with all persons sub-
servant to the state. With this in
mind. American capitalism will be
placed midway between pure capi-
talism on the right and economic so-
cialism in the middle of the systems
scale.
We have established up to this
point that it is virtually impossible
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to predict the exact future of our
capitalistic society, a working defi-
nition of American capitalism, and
finally where American capitalism
stands with respect to the three ba-
sic economic systems used through-
out the world today. With these
points firmly established I shall
delve into that slightly foggy but
real world of what American cap-
italism shall become in that period
so important to us in the years
ahead.
I can say without contradiction in
my own mind that capitalism has,
in my own life time, transversed
from a system once further right to
one which is beginning to nudge eco-
nomic socialism in the middle of the
economic systems scale. That is to
say our government has relaxed the
once rather stiff laizze faire policy
thus enabling the prevailing admin-
istration to enter into fields either
previously non-existent or fields
controlled solely by private enter-
prise. This idea is illustrated daily
by the efforts of congressmen to in-
crease insurance benefits, increase
social security payments, supply
medical care for the aged, or supply
capital for use in building educa-
tional institutions. This epidemic of
governmental liberalism pulverizes
the very foundation upon which this
country was started. That founda-
tion being one of a policy viewing
"the one who sows will reap and the
one who sits will weep." However,
the real crisis becomes apparent
when we stop to consider who the
government we speak of really is.
This government which is driving
our capitalistic system closer and
closer to the socialistic system is
none other than the people of our
own country. Yes, you, and Mr.
Brown next door, and Mr. Jones
down the block, and myself. We are
the people who elect those who
shape and develop our economics
program. So allow this to be the first
downfall of our capitalistic society.
This liberalism which is slowly de-
stroying personal initiative by pro-
moting government intervention is
the primary dose of poison to deaden
the capitalistic environment.
Along this same line is direct gov-
ernment interference into affairs
solely concerned with individual
corporations. This can be readily
exemplified by the present adminis-
tration's objections to a price raise
in steel. The United States Steel
Corporation conceded to President
Kennedy's wishes and in effect gave
to him the go-ahead for further gov-
ernment intervention into corpora-
tion affairs. Do not interpret this
last statement as an agreement on
my part concerning the adoption of
higher steel prices. I believe each
corporation, company, or place of
business should use discretion in
their decisions and should consider
what possible overall effect some
particular move might have before
making such a decision. My objec-
tion lies in the principle of President
Kennedy's intervention. If he is go-
ing to, in effect, set the price of steel,
does he not also have the right to
say how much steel will be produc-
ed. and furthermore, all facets of the
factors of production concerning
steel? Continuing, if he can do this
we might as well consider this coun-
try as a pure socialistic nation. Fur-
thermore, my argument extends in
this same vein to all government in-
tervention in business. At this time
in our history it is only the degree
of government intervention that
keeps us separated by a hair's width
from the socialistic society. And,
tragic as it may seem, there is evi-
dently no solution to controlling the
ever increasing degree into which
the government places itself in busi-
ness.
To discover the cause of this gov-
ernment intervention let us care-
fully consider the capitalistic sys-
tem. First, let us not kid ourselves
into believing that American capi-
talism is a classless society. On the
contrary, capitalism breeds class as
exemplified by the adage: "It takes
money to make money." What cap-
italism produces in actual goods is
far and above that of other systems
and through these goods our system
smooths the sharp points between
the classes; it does not eliminate
them. Because our system produces
an extremely high standard of liv-
ing, and our country possesses wide
suffrage, the more numerous masses
in the lower middle class can elect
to positions of authority those poli-
ticians having platforms which rest
upon increasing even further that
standard of living this lower middle
class enjoys. Through this process
the higher class is brought down one
financial step and the lower middle
class is elevated slightly in their
constant striving for personal gain.
Let this explain why our govern-
ment constantly intervenes and di-
rects our daily lives with aids and
benefits. It can certainly be said
that if this is what the majority of
the Americans want—this socialistic
system which will eventually equal-
ize all persons—this is what they
will have. And furthermore, this
trend in thinking will continue until
all the classes arrive at virtually the
same economic and financial level.
When this equalization of the masses
comes to pass, America will be en-
gulfed in this apparently inevitable
socialistic system and will join the
ranks of the majority of the nations
throughout the world.
It can then be derived from this
discussion that capitalism will neith-
er fail nor triumph. In the years to
come American capitalism will grad-
ually change in definition before the
public's eyes. So slowly it will
change that they will not be aware
of it. Our system shall become more
and more socialistic in nature as it
must be remembered that compro-
mise is the first step toward prog-
ress. That is, socialism is the me-
dian between pure capitalism on
the right and pure communism on
the left. All nations will tend to
veer toward this median, either from
the right as ourselves, or from the
left as Russia, as it will be realized
that war is definitely not the criter-
ion for resolving international dif-
ferences. Pure communism is un-
workable because of its abandon-
ment of the profit system. Pure cap-
italism is equally an impossibility
because, whether we like it or not,
it is a class developing system.
Where is the compromise which all
nations must strive for in securing
(Continued on Page 35)
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"What responsibilities will you start with at W. E.?"
Exciting ones. With plenty of room for your profes-
sional development. Western Electric's business
depends on new ideas. And new engineers take re-
sponsible, immediate part in projects that implement
the entire art of telephony—including electronic tele-
phone offices, computer-controlled production tech-
niques and microwave transmission. On many of these
exciting advances in communications, Western's en-
gineers work closely with engineers from our research
team-mate, Bell Telephone Laboratories. For Western
Electric to maintain the Bell System's ultra-high qual-
ity standards, extraordinary manufacturing, process
and testing techniques are required. Opportunities
for fast-moving careers exist now for electrical, me-
chanical and industrial engineers, and also for physi-
cal science, liberal arts and business majors.
For more detailed information, get your copy of the
Western Electric career opportunities booklet from your
Placement Officer. Or write College Relations Coordi-
nator, Western Electric Company, Room 6305, 222
Broadway, New York 38, New York. And be sure to
arrange for a personal interview when the Bell System
recruiting team comes to visit your campus this year—
or during your senior year.
WeStertt Electric M,4NUFACTURING AND SUPPLY LINIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
An equal opportunity employer
Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities • OPerating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U. S. • Engineering Research








AT PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT...
YOUR EYES CAN BE ON THE STAR
SPECIALISTS IN POWER... POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS.
CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIO,
3UT YOUR FEET MUST BE ON THE GROUND
The glamour and excitement of space age programs often obscure a fundamental fact. It is simply
that farsightedness must be coupled with sound, practical, down-to-earth engineering if goals are
to be attained. This is the philosophy upon which Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's position as a world
leader in flight propulsion systems has been built.
Almost four decades of solid engineering achievement at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft can be credited
to management's conviction that basic and applied research is essential to healthy progress. In
addition to concentrated research and development efforts on advanced gas turbine and rocket
engines, new and exciting effects are being explored in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial
power application.
The challenge of the future is indicated by current programs. Presently Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
is exploring the areas of technical knowledge in magnetohydrodynamics . . . thermionic and thermo-
electric conversions . . . hypersonic propulsion . . . fuel cells and nuclear power.
If you have interests in common with us, if you look to the future but desire to take a down-to-earth
approach to get there, investigate career opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
To help move tomorrow closer to today, we continually seek ambitious young engineers and scientists. Your de-
gree? It can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL and
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGI-
NEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS. The field still broadens. The challenge grows greater. And a future of
recognition and advancement may be here for you.
For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. William L. Stoner,
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Conneeticut.
‘,
Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORp, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
u
RAFTDIVISION OF UNITED AIRC CORR
A
An Equal Opportunity Ernployor
library notes
"Books are the treasured wealth
of the world, the fit inheritance
of generations and nations."
THOREAU
We are pleased to announce a gif t
to the library from Mr. Benjamin
Blumberg of Terre Haute, for the
purchase of books about ECONOM-
ICS and BUSINESS LAW. This gif t
will enable us to enrich our collec-
tion and the courses the students are
taking will be benefited by having
richer source materials.
With the purchase of the excellent
record player and earphones the
need then arose for speakers so the
equipment could be used in the class
room and auditoricm. We now have
available such equipment to be loan-
ed for use in the building. We feel
the professors and students alike
will enjoy this addition to our ever
growing library.
Many students find our collection
of telephone directories quite useful.
With sincere appreciation to our
ever faithful alumni, our collection
of directories for large cities is being
up dated.
We have added many new books
during the past weeks, both for the
serious minded, and also for those
who enjoy relaxing with a "Who
Done It." Just a few of the many
books are:
Beach, Captain Edward L. Around
the World Submerged, Holt, 1962.
This is an interesting account of the
voyage of the Triton. The Triton
went for more than a 36,000 mile
voyage under water. Interspersed
with excerpts from the ship's log, it
brings to life the many tense events
in this historic journey: the mal-
function of the essential fathometer
which indicated the location of
dangerous undersea mountains and
shallow waters; the anxious hours
surrounding the sudden, agonizing
illness of a petty officer; the serious
casualty to the ship's main hydraulic
oil system which might have been a
major catastrophe if not for the quick
thinking of the enlisted men.
With unerring detail, Captain
Beach tells too of the psychological
stress of such a journey, as well as
many light moments shared by the
crew. This will surely endure as one
of the great annals of the sea.
Block, Haskell M., ed. Masters of
Modern Drama, Random, 1962. Mas-
ters of Modern Drama attempts to
bring together in a single volume
the great plays of the contemporary
theatre, so the reader can experi-
ence and enjoy the variety and rich-
ness of the art of drama in our time.
The plays in this volume have been
selected primarily for their artistic
greatness. Some of the plays includ-
ed are:
The sea gull, by Anton Chekhov
Cherry orchard, by Anton Chek-
hov
Peer Gynt, by Henrik Isben
The Intruder, by Maurice Maeter-
linck






The Madwoman of Chaillot,
by Jean Giradoux
Daniels, Robert V. The Nature Of
Communism, Random House, 1962.
"What is Communism?" is one of
the most crucial — and one of the
by Carson Bennett
most baffling — questions facing the
world today. Communism unques-
tionably begins with the theory —
Marx, modified by Lenin, modified
by Stalin — Professor Daniels points
out. But its great strength derives
from its powerful party organization,
from the manipulation of theory for
practical advantages in political
strategy, and from the social dis-
order creating conditions favorable
to revolution. The influence of Com-
munism in the world today, par-
ticularly among the underdeveloped
countries, stems from its passion for
industrialization, from the tendency
toward totalitarian control in mod-
ern societies, and from the fact that
Communism operates as a faith —
almost a religion — threatening to
replace the traditional faiths that
have guided mankind.
Professor Daniels has outlined,
with precision and analytic clarity
the various aspects of Communism,
and offers a sobering portrait for
the consideration and guidance of
thoughtful men.
The library has also acquired
more records for your pleasure —
some even being in stereo.
Adler, Richard. Damn Yankees
Bart, Lionel. Oliver
Berlin, Irving. Enoch Light and
His Orchestra At Carnegie Hall
Play Berlin (stereo)
Gilbert, William. Trial By Jury
(stereo)
Khachaturian, Aram. Concerto for
Piano and Orchestra (stereo)
Rodgers, Richard. South Pacific
(stereo)
Williams, Roger. Mr. Piano
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The Miss Technic for February is Miss
Katharine Auld. She is a freshman at the
State University of Iowa where she is ma-
joring in languages.
Her structural complex (66 inches
high, 0.0575 tons, 3 feet - 0.000454
miles - 61 centimeters) definitely
assures us that her home cook'in
(as can readily be seen in the pic-
ture) is of highest quality.
Besides, she's NIFTY.
letter from an alumnus
A College Graduate Is
A "Filtered" Man
This month, the Technic takes us back to the
class of 1931 for our "Letter From An Alumnus."
Mr. Robert T. Mees graduated with honors
with the class of 1931 in electrical and mechani-
cal engineering, and is now assistant to the
vice president, Engineering and Research, Cat-
erpillar Tractor Co.
Below, are given some thoughts directly from
the letter that we received from Mr. Mees.
"At the present, we all face con-
tinuously the challenge to excel in
two areas; the work relationship,
which is getting the job done as the
boss expects and the person to per-
son relationship which is getting it
done effectively through people.
This involves technical competency
in areas of endeavor comfortable to
man.
Also entering the picture of suc-
cess is a proper understanding of our
functions and responsibilities as re-
lated to our job, and the knowledge
that our boss understands and agrees
with us on these items. The matter
of delegation of authority as well as
the need for an exercise of authority
to carry out these functions. Then
we get into this hard to define mat-
ter of accountability for perform-
ance.
In the end all these can only be
measured by the results obtained—
and to do this properly certain yard-
sticks of measure must be recog-
nized. Most common of these are
quantity, quality, costs, time, and
morale. And so we have to learn to
be proficient in the several areas;
first the man-boss relationship; sec-
ond the work-relationship; and
third in effective communications."
We asked Mr. Mees the following
four questions, and we have then
included his answers.
from Robert T. Mees
Class of '31
1. Would you comment on your
feelings toward Rose?
As a son of Rose my feelings
toward her are as toward a mother
and a home. Rose was my first home
away-from-home. Rose nurtured and
encouraged me to know myself, to
control myself, and to give myself.
She provided the inspiration through
her faculty; the development of self
discipline through her spirit; and the
introduction to skills through her
material resources. She has provided
these to all who entered her doors
since that first class in 1883. I have
great pride in being a part of Rose.
As a thankful alumnus, I look back
with gratitude that Rose is my Alma
Mater — in appreciation that any
service I may be rendering industry,
education and society today — has
had its roots developed and fed in
her intellectual environment.
2. Would you care to comment
generally on the goals of an engineer
or scientist?
A student emerges as an engineer
or a scientist as a result of the dis-
ciplines he begins to master at
schools such as Rose. Science and
technology is a comparatively new
art, having made practically its total
strides in the past 150 years. More
than 90 percent of all engineers and
scientists in all of history are our
contemporaries. The current expan-
sion of scientific and engineering
knowledge has attained an incom-
prehensible rate. A degree of ignor-
ance seems to be engulfing the indi-
vidual when he contemplates the
wonders wrought by man today. But
throughout all each engineer and
scientist must find his own goal, his
purpose in life, and strive for its at-
tainment.
3. What advice to students could
you give?
Students today must be our per-
formers tomorrow. Don't take your
assignment lightly. Some one has
said that college is a period of time
between boyhood and the fringes of
maturity. Industry, education and
society want people who have the
capacity to learn — to become wise
through study, work, observation
and experience. Wanted are people
who have the work habit, a zest for
work, a high moral evaluation of the
virtues of industriousness, and a
feeling that they must accomplish
in order to be happy. Obviously pre-
ferred then are those who possess
initiative, enterprise and a willing-
ness to accept repsonsibility. Meas-
ure yourself, students, in the light
of these demands and your contem-
porary competitors.
(Continued on Page 35)
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Opportunities at Du Pont for technical graduates—third of a series
LYCRA°
A production triumph for technical men
Few women enjoying their 4-ounce LYCRA and nylon
bathing suits will care how LYCRA spandex fiber got to be
a third lighter than rubber and three times as restraining.
But the technical men who produce LYCRA at our
Waynesboro, Va., plant do care. For LYCRA is tough to
make. As one technical man put it, "LYCRA requires the
greatest care, the finest controls, the most complex chemi-
cal reactions and manufacturing processes, the most deli-
cate handling. The fact that it is being made—and of the
highest quality— is a stunning achievement."
Considering that LYCRA is just one of hundreds of such
products developed and manufactured by Du Pont, there's
little reason to wonder why we need so many good chemi-
cal, mechanical, industrial and electrical engineers, physi-
cists, mathematicians and chemists.
And on the production line, their responsibilities are
big. Especially for some of them—like the new supervisors
in our photo—who were in college like yourself just a few
years ago. For not only must they excel in their respective
technical specialties—they must also have leadership
abilities and strong feelings for sound employee relations.
If a career in production—where you might handle
everything from intricate process problems to the ship-
ment of finished products—appeals to you; or if you're in-
terested in research, development or sales, write to us.
Use our coupon. You'll receive information about em-
ployment opportunities at Du Pont, and, if you like, about
LYCRA and other new Du Pont products featured in our
"Opportunities" series. Mail coupon today.
aU PONT
Of R
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
r -
An equal opportunity employer
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
Nemours Building, Room 2531-2, Wilmington 98, Delaware
Please send me the literature indicated below.
E Du Pont and the College Graduate
Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont
E Engineers at Du Pont
• Chemical Engineers at Du Pont
(71 "Opportunities" series technical information
Name 
Class  Major Degree expected 
College
My address 
City Zone State 
satellites
Above a height of about sixty
miles little is known about the basic
physical properties of pressure, tem-
perature, composition, and ion con-
centration. How do these properties
vary in time? What are the effects
of particles and energy reaching the
atmosphere from outside? There is
much to be done in studying the
nature of micrometeoritic material,
the Van Allen belt, cosmic rays,
corpuscular streams from the sun,
and numerable other new areas.
Rockets have been used for Near
Space research for 14 years. Only
now are researchers able to realize
what and how much still remains to
be done.
Satellites are the newest tool in
space research. They are superior to
rocket, balloon and earth bound in-
strumentations for several reasons,
1. The satellite can make continu-
ous obseravtions above the absorb-
ing effects of the atmosphere.
2. Satellites can cover the entire
earth rather uniformly in suitable
orbits.
3. Satellites can view the whole
earth nearly simultaneously and
thus take simultaneous measure-
ments over large areas.
by Dave Rennels
Jr. E.E.
4. Due to the high altitudes of
satellite orbits, measurements of
magnetic fields and gravitation can
be made with out the effects of local
variations.
The satellite is unique in that it
can conduct experiments that are
difficult to conduct or cannot be con-
ducted at all by other means. Among
these are:
Studies of the Earth's Gravitational
and Magnetic Field
No instrumentation is needed in
satellites to study the earth's gravi-
tational field. The shape of the earth
is being studied by analyzing change
in the orbits of these satellites. An-
alysis of these results has indicated
that the earth is pear shaped and
does not possess perfect symmetry
about its axis of rotation.
Observations over the last decade
have shown that the earth's mag-
netic field is much more complex
than the simple dipole that it once
was assumed to be. The field and its
local variations seem to be drifting
westward. Satellites equipped with
magnetometers can measure this
field with the advantage of being far
enough above sea level to be un-
effected by local anomolies. The
satellites ability to study great areas
of the Earth over several years time
makes it especially useful in measur-
ing the slow changes of this field.
Measurements of field variations
over a period of years may well shed
new information on the dynamics of
the Earth's molten core.
Weather Forecasting, Temperature
and Composition of the Atmosphere.
Weather exerts a most important
influence on agriculture, transporta-
tion and communications. Conditions
on any particular part of the Earth
are in large measure influenced by
the changing cloud cover and the
thermal radiation exchange between
the atmosphere and outer space. It
is therefore desirable to have con-
tinuous information on the cloud
cover and temperatures over the en-
tire globe. Satellites for this type of
research (such as Tiros) contain two
general types of instruments. Tele-
vision cameras to provide visual in-
formation about the cloud cover and
infrared detectors to indicate atmos-
pheric temperatures. By filtering
infrared radiation received from the
Earth it is possible to separate "black
body" radiation from the surface of
the Earth (10-12 microns) from
radiation received from the atmos-
phere. By measuring the intensity of
this "black body" radiation and the
intensity of the total infrared radia-
tion received by the satellite it is
possible to determine the tempera-
ture of the Earth as well as that of
the cloud cover. A spectrometer is
being tested by the Barnes Engineer-
ing Company which is designed to
accurately measure the temperature
of the atmosphere at varying atti-
tudes.
By performing similar ultra-violet
spectrometric methods somewhat of
an indication of the density of cer-
tain molecules with transitions in
the ultraviolet band can be obtained.
For example, ozone absorbs sun-
light between 1600°A and 3000°A.
By observing the amount of sun-
light which is absorbed in being re-
flected from the Earth in this range
it will be possible to get an indica-
tion of ozone density in the upper
atmosphere. The ultraviolet transi-
tion causing curglow may be studied
by this method.
Space Density and Probes
Satellites can be equipped to give
a thorough analysis of the region of
space through which they travel. At-
mospheric density in the area of the
satellite can be determined by ob-
serving the "drag" on the satellite;
the rate at which the orbit loses
energy. By the use of probes it is
theoretically possible, at least,
through the use of mass spectrome-
try, ion traps, etc., to completely
analyze the surroundings of the sat-
ellite. This method is limited, how-
ever, because the high velocity sat-
ellite interacts with the surrounding
space and becomes ionized thus at-
tracting ions.
Trapped Particles
In the past several years much of
satellite research has been devoted
to the study of trapped particles.
Two bands of charged, high energy
particles, trapped in an orbit around
the Earth, were discovered by Ex-
plorers VI, VII, and XII. And inner
band ranges from 300 to 6000 km. in
height while an outer band extends
to about 25,000 km. The outer band
is relatively "soft" but the inner
band has been found to contain very
high energy protons with energies
up to 700 mev. and a density of
3X 104/ cm.2-sec.
These results have given rise to
a new theory which predicts that
the high energy protons are created
by decaying high energy neutrons
produced by cosmic radiation bom-
bardment.
Cosmic Radiation
Cosmic radiation consists primar-
ily of extremely high energy pro-
tons. This radiation, which is the
highest energy phenomena in na-
ture, creates many isotopes such as
cr27 H" and He" and causes ioniza-
tion below the ionosphere. Research-
ers are attempting to relate solar
cosmic particles to sunspot phenom-
ena. Russia has attempted to sur-
vey cosmic ray intensity over the
whole Earth.
Astron,omical Research
The General Electric Company
has built an Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory containing spectromet-
ers, photometers and a telescope.
This satellite using the sun and two
stars as a guide will be able to focus
the telescope on areas of space with
a precision greater than 1 min. of
arc. The purpose of this satellite
will be to analyze light received
from outer space, to determine the
characteristics of stars and the gas-
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Give her a Corsage
by HEINL'S
HEINL'S FLOWER SHOP
WILLIAM C. "Bill" BECKER




(Ccmtinued from Page 13)
Freshmen, while the Freshmen rush from all directions
in the hopes of nailing a bid from the gang they like.
It's sorta nice, though. After you have been razzed,
paddled and frowned upon all term, it sure is great
noise to have the upper classmen act courteous and
tickled pink to see you. And, to continue, Saturday
afternoon Lefty Clark picks my roommate and ME and
takes us to the Hipp, where we exercises our eyes on
some zippy chorus acts (censor's hand falls heavy here) .
After the show, Lefty harks as how it's almost time for
chow so we climb into his "Superlative Six" and rides
out to the IK MIK OIK house. There I shove my dogs
under the swellest looking dinner table that I've seen
for quite an eon, so yours hungrily starts nutrifying
himself while the opportunity is excellent.
After supper I spent the evening playing everything
from billiards to Ma Jonk, with bridge and the piano
included. Pete, me boy, I enjoyed that evening more
than a moonlight petting party. The "IK MIKs" (they
call 'em that for short) are a flock of real live wire
entertainers.
In the next few days I had dates with the "KO SINE
ALPHAS" and the "HOO SLUNG MOOs." The AL-
PHAS are a plenty good outfit but I've got a cousin in
their Frat. Pete, cruel experience has brang home to me
that it's unprofitable to live near a relative if you've
got anything worth borrowing. The "HOO SLUNG
MOOSs" are well worth a man's while but when I was
introduced to their Senior Houseman, I recognized him
as the same guy to whom I owed a twenty-dollar poker-
debt. Pete, you'd have done just what I done. I left
early and banished the MOOs from my troubled mind.
Rush season was over yesterday, so I'm obligated to
the IK MIK OIKs for my being their pledge.
The cost of living at the house is moderate compared
to my grasping landlady (she got darn little outa me!)
and the IK MIKs say they will board me free during
initiation week. They all laughed hard when they said
it, but I believe they really mean it.
Yours as a friend and an
IK MIK,
Bill.
Ode On An Irish Shamrock
The son's of Erin be doin' fine
The color Green is Auld Lang Syne
Witness those amazing son's o' mine.
Now if its office ye do seek
Then come March fifteenth and take a peek















4543 WABASH AVENUE PHONE C-2423
SMORGASBORD
including Prime Ribs 2.25
Daily from 5-9 p.m.
Sundays from 11: 30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF DINNER 2.00
TENDER INDIANA FRIED
CHICKEN DINNER 1.65
FILET MIGNON DINNER 2.50
BUFFET LUNCHEON SPECIAL .95
ALL YOU CAN EAT
THE ABOVE ARE JUST A FEW
OF OUR FAVORITE
SELECTIONS
P.S.—Don't forget to try our delicious
Shrimp-Salad cm Friday nights!
Woodridge Restaurant
on Wabash at East end of Terre Haute
')f;
Richard E. Covert, Iowa State BSME
'62, utilizes an analog computer to
study heat transfer transients and
their effect on the control mecha-
nism of a mobile military compact
reactor being developed by the Alli-
son Division of General Motors un-
der contract to the Atomic Energy
Commission. Covert is one of sev-
eral young engineers now engaged
in various studies connected with
nuclear powerplant engineering
programs at Allison.
• NUCLEAR ENERGY CONVERSION—For the last 5 years, Allison,
the energy conversion Division of General Motors, has participated in the
design of various nuclear powerplants requiring compactness and low weight.
Work on these projects has resulted in the compilation of a formidable back-
ground in nuclear systems engineering for space and terrestrial powerplants.
Announcement by the Atomic Energy Commission of the selection of Allison
as prime contractor for development of MCR (Military Compact Reactor)
now creates opportunities for well-qualified Engineers and Scientists in a long-
range program in the nuclear field.
The MCR is a lightweight, completely self-contained nuclear reactor power
system—easily transportable by truck, aircraft or rail—designed to provide
packaged power for a wide variety of applications. It will have a high
temperature, liquid metal cooled reactor coupled to a power conversion
system. Incorporating long plant life characteristics compatible with military
field equipment, the powerplant is expected to reduce the burden which shipment
and storage of petroleum imposes on combat forces.
Along with its nuclear, missile and space activity, Allison is maintaining
its enviable position as designer and producer of air-breathing engines.
Recent developments include advanced types of turboprop engines for
greater power with maximum fuel economy and without increase in engine
size; a compact lightweight turboprop selected as the powerplant for the
Army's next generation of Light Observation helicopters, and thermally
regenerative gas turbine engines for a wide range of vehicular and
industrial use.
Perhaps there's a challenging opportunity for you in one of the diversified
areas at Allison. Talk to our representative when he visits your campus.
Let him tell you first-hand what it's like at Allison where
"Energy Conversion Is Our Business."
An equal opportunity employer
THE ENERGY CONVERSION DIVISION OF
GENERAL MOTORS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
AT NASA. YOU'RE IN THE AEROSPACE CENTER OF THE FREE WORLD
NASA...your place in space
NASA programs encourage swift professional growth
for the engineer or scientist launching his career
You can accelerate your career swiftly
as a professional staff member of the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Stimulating assignments, unequaled
resources, liberal programs of educational
assistance, early responsibility—all help
hasten the professional growth of the
engineer or scientist who chooses NASA
for his initial career position.
Each NASA research center offers its
own comprehensive plan to help advance
your knowledge and speed the time when
you can contribute at the peak of your
capacity. The plans differ from center to
center, but this summary is generally valid
throughout the NASA complex:
NASA Installations
Maintain University Ties
NASA centers have established close
relationships with nearby universities. As
a professional staff member, you may
pursue graduate study either in the even-
ing at NASA's expense or during regular
working hours on full salary. And, if
necessary to fulfill university requirements
for a graduate degree, you may become a
resident student, also on full salary.
NASA encourages advanced study in
astronautics, physics, electronics, chemis-
try, metallurgy, mathematics, astronomy,
and geophysics, as well as aeronautical,
mechanical, electronic, electrical, nuclear,
ceramic, and civil engineering, engineering
mechanics, and engineering physics.
Guggenheim, Sloan, Brookings
Fellowships Available
Additional avenues of opportunity will
be open to you because NASA participates
in fellowship programs of the Guggen-
heim and Sloan Foundations and the
Brookings Institution. Right now, as a
result of this participation, NASA staff
members are attending Cal Tech, M.I.T.,
Harvard, and other leading schools, re-
ceiving full salary, expenses, and per diem.
NASA helps you keep abreast of the
latest developments in your field by per-
mitting frequent attendance at major




The NASA centers offer exhaustive in-
house educational opportunities as well,
including the unique Intern Programs.
The regular in-house activities include
lectures, seminars, films, and expense-paid
trips to other organizations. The Intern
Program is somewhat different. As an
Intern, you study and work closely with a
senior NASA scientist or engineer, a
leader in his—and your—field. This is an
informal and exceedingly productive
arrangement, which usually lasts for six
months. The Intern Program is designed
to bring you very rapidly to the forefront
in a special technical area.
Get All the Facts
About a NASA Career
Learn more about your future with
NASA. Contact your College Placement
Officer to arrange an interview with NASA
representatives visiting your school. Or
send a letter outlining your interests and
background to the Personnel Officer at any
one of the following NASA locations:
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.; NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Va.; NASA Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio; NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville,
Ala.; NASA Ames Research Center,
Mountain View, Calif.; NASA Flight
Research Center, Edwards, Calif.; NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas; NASA Launch Operations Center,
Cocoa Beach, Fla.
NASA is an equal op-
portunity employer






One of the newest developments
in scientific equipment which shows
promise of replacing numerous high
energy processes is the maser (or
its counterpart, the laser) . Masers
(technically, Microwave Amplifica-
tion by Stimulated Emission of Ra-
diation) become a reality through
the efforts of Dr. Charles Townes of
the Columbia Radiation Laboratory,
who originally formulated, in 1951,
that atoms and molecules, if excited
by electromagnetic radiation, could
become very sensitive amplifiers of
that excitation, emitting energy
within a very stable, coherent fre-
quency range. What this amounts
to is an emission of reinforced micro-
waves. A similar phenomena holds
true in the laser, which emits bursts
of light of the same frequency.
After much experimentation, sci-
entists found that with the proper
combination of gaseous and solid ma-
terials, almost any frequency in the
electromagnetic spectrum can be
given off. This discovery has al-
ready been used by the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories to produce an
exceptionally accurate method for
spectral analysis. The most promis-
4.111r
ing of materials, however, is pure
synthetic ruby, which emits bursts
of red light of identical frequencies
to an amazingly high degree of ac-
curacy.
The ruby lazer thus has tremen-
dous potential in the development
of totally new knds of communica-
tions devices. The in-phase light
beam that the laser emits is so in-
tense that messages could be sent,
especially in outer space, by light,
rather than radio waves. In fact,
several scientists have already shin-
ed a beam of light emitted by a ruby
laser on the moon and recorded a
definite reflection.
One field in which there has
been considerable advancement, and
which the laser promises to revolu-
tionize, is that of metal working.
Lasers of the pulsed-output type,
capable of from 100 w. to 107w., can
weld, cut, or melt metals comparably
to present methods and with sev-
eral advantages. The Mechanical
Engineering Magazine for October,
1962* lists several features of the
laser:
it is a source of extremely intense




temperatures in all metals.
it can be operated in any atmos-
phere, not requiring a costly vac-
uum.
it is easily and more accurately
focused to a small diameter.
its short pulse duration may be a
favorable factor in fusion welding
of refractory metals with little or
no resulting gain growth.
A few of the foreseeable industrial
uses include:
metal cutting, welding, and melt-
ing.




machining of minutely close-tol-
erance holes in metals and alloys
possessing poor machining char-
acteristics.
The laser is also a valuable tool
in ultrahigh-temperature testing of
such things as metal skins of space-
craft and resistance properties of or-
ganic and ceramic insulators. It is
probable the lasers will become
ever-increasingly important in space




(Continued from Page 11)
entists in 1961. A powerful stream
of radio waves was directed toward
Venus and was reflected back and
was registered in an extremely sensi-
tive radio receiver. The reflected
radio waves were different from the
various parts of the planet. Conse-
quently, its surface is uneven. This
means Venus is not covered entirely
with ocean. as was thought earlier
by some scholars. They calculated
that a day on Venus does not exceed
eleven earth days, but is closer to
nine days.
The outer layer of atmosphere of
Venus has a yellowish hue. Accord-
ing to the opinion academician N. L.
Barabashov, such a coloring must
have been caused by clouds of dust
which are raised by winds near the
surface of Venus.
The well-known Astronomer N.
A. Kozirev discovered the constant
luminosity of the cloud cover of the
planet Venus. According to the
opinion of the scientist, it is caused
by chemical processes, confirming
the presence of oxygen in the at-
mosphere of Venus. Recall that
oxygen is necessary for living or-
ganisms for respiration. Recent spec-
troscopic discoveries have shown
the presence of water on the planet.
The Soviet scientist V. I. Ezerski
confirmed the assumption about the
the change in time of a year on
Venus. Having used the method of
photometry, that is measuring the
degree of brightness of various parts
of the planet, he noticed the pres-
ence of seasonal changes.
But what do investigations say
about temperature conditions on
Venus? Three to four years ago,
while measuring the real radio radi-
ation of Venus, scientists unexpect-
edly received a very high tempera-
ture for its surface: 300 degrees!
This figure led to many magazine
and newspaper articles. These drew
a gloomy picture of a scorching, life-
less land, washed with a boiling
ocean. However, this conclusion
proved to be hasty. Soon a professor
the Moscow Astronomical Institute,
D. Martinov, showed that the radia-
tion of Venus indicated the planet
was cool. The high temperature
proceeds, aparently, from the upper
levels of the atmosphere of the
planet, and is caused by the motion
of high energy particles. Now for
our mental gaze, he drew another
picture.
"Thanks to the cloud layer," says
N. A. Kozirev, "the surface of Venus
is protected from the surplus sun
light. For this reason, in spite of its
nearness to the sun, the climatic
conditions on it could be similar to
those of Earth. The temperature of
the surface is probably moderate-
30 to 50 degrees. This is the reason
that life on Venus very probably
exists."
A telescope, pointed in the direc-
tion of Mars, shows to our gaze the
exciting picture of a unique world,
which is similar in many ways to
Earth. The diameter of Mars is one-
half the size of that of Earth; its day
lasts 24 hours, 37 minutes; change
occurs with season. A large portion
of the surface of the planet is occu-
pied, apparently, by sandy-clay des-
erts of a yellow-orange color. On
this background, one can see dark
spots of irregular shape, conditional-
ly called "seas." The poles of the
planet are dressed with a white cap
of frozen water. The desert is cross-
ed in various directions by numer-
ous strips or "canals." The nam-_-
"canals," also conventional, was
given to them because of their elong-
ated form. With time light spots of
frost and light clouds apear and dis-
appear.
Most remarkable on Mars are 11.1E.
seasonal changes. When, in its orbit
around the sun, spring is in one hem-
isphere of the planet, the icy cap on
the poles begins to thaw, decreasing
in size. Simultaneously, the "seas"
darken and acquire a blue-green
hue. The complex network of "can-
als" becomes more distinct, more no-
ticeable. Towards autumn, the
"seas" clear up, lose the blue-green
color. These changes of colorful hue
resemble spring's awakening and the
fading of Earth's vegetation with
autumn. Many scientists came to
the conclusion that on Mars there is
a plant world.
Plants and Light
Plants have the remarkable abil-
ity: from the inorganic substances,
carbon dioxide gas and water, they
create organic substances--starch
and sugar. This process, occurring
in leaves with the aid of a particular
substance--chlorophyll, is called
photosynthesis, that is "creation with
the aid of light."
Sunlight consists of a mixture of
light of red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, indigo, and violet colors. Lights
of various colors have different en-
ergies, carrying with them greater
or lesser amounts of heat. Scientists
explain that plant leaves more read-
ily absorb red light, which carries
much energy. For this reason, in
the absorption spectrum, vegetation
has dark bands in the red region due
to chlorophyll. Here light is absorb-
ed by vegetable tissue.
Further, in the composition of
sunlight there are invisible infrared
rays. They are placed below red
light in the spectrum. This is the
light of heat. They carry with them
so much thermal energy that plants
reflect it in order to avoid overheat-
ing.
Now it is apparent to us why
scholars decided to employ the meth-
of of spectral analysis. If it is proved
that Martian "seas" reflect infrared
light and absorb red light of the
spectrum, it means that one can say
with confidence that they are cov-
ered with vegetation.
Thus scholars received the spec-
trum from the "seas" and photo-
graphed it on an ordinary plate and
on plates sensitive to infrared light.
It was proved that in the spectrum
of the "seas" there was no dark ab-
sorption band due to chlorophyll.
They also did not reflect infrared
light.
In a Blind Alley
Therefore, if in the spectrum of
the "seas" the peculiarities charac-
teristic of vegetation are absent, it
means vegetation does not exist
there. The majority of scientists ar-
rived at just such a conclusion. They
continued to think that the "seas"
are formed from a lifeless, inorganic
nature. But such a conclusion abso-
30
lutely refuted the stability of the
"seas" with regard to dust storms.
If the sea were of mineral compo-
sition, they for a long time would
cover the sand, leaving a layer of
dust raised by winds of the Martian
desert. On earth we observe that
only vegetation is able to resist dust
drifts and sand storms.
But perhaps the "seas" are huge
monolithic stone mountains. No, all
observers speak of a flat "sea."
Moreover, from its outlines, the bor-
ders shift in various places. Such
changes also tell us that the "seas"
are not geographical formations.
The question of their nature has led
to a blind alley.
Not all scientists gave up the idea
of the existence of plants on Mars.
Not giving up the idea is G. A.
Tikov, who has observed Mars for
many years. After having again and
again scrutinized the spectrogram of
the "sea," he recalled the words of
the famous Russian scientist, K. A.
Timireev. "If the principal dispatch
of vegetable organisms depends on
light, then it is obvious that in cer-
tain principal plants, one must ex-
amine its optical properties."
But it is true all properties, all
peculiarities of plants depend on sur-
roundings. Conditions on Mars, al-
though they are similar to those of
Earth, do differ from them. Conse-
quently, the optical, that is light
properties of Martian plants, must
be distinguished in some way from
those of Earth. Perhaps this differ-
ence consists exactly of the absence
of chlorophyll absorption bands and
of infrared effects in its spectrum?
Is it impossible to solve this mystery,
influenced by considerations of bio-
logical laws of the unity of the
organisms and surroundings? Tikov
turned his attention onto what had
been investigated and collected
about the spectral properties of
Martian "seas" and of earth plants,
living in hot or moderate climates.
But indeed, Mars receives about two
and one-half times less sun light and
heat; its climate is very severe. And
if Earth's plants are content with
heat carried by red light, then this
heat is clearly insufficient for Mar-
tian plants. They must have had
the ability to break away, possibly
to completely absorb the energy of
sun light.
With what kind of external signs
must it express such an ability?
First, the vegetation will absorb,
and not disperse infrared light,
which carries half of the sun's heat.
This means, on the plate sensitive
to infrared light, the "sea" will not
be light, but dark. This has actually
been observed.
Second, the absorption 'band of
Martian plants will be broadened to
include yellow, orange, and possibly
extending in green light, which still
carry one third of the sun's heat.
The broadened absorption band loses
its sharp boundaries and will become
imperceptible in the spectrum of the
"sea." This is also observed in real-
ity.
But how can one verify these the-
oretical conclusions? It is necessary
to investigate the optical properties
of plants living in severe conditions:
in the tundra and high in the moun-
tains. If life on the planets is de-
veloped according to a single biologi-
cal law, then the optical properties
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plants will be similar to the optical
properties of Martian "seas."
Special expeditions have travelled
into the sub-Arctic and into the
Pamir mountains. Here are the re-
sults of those investigations.
Plants of the cold zone reflect in-
frared heat rays more weakly than
plants from moderate and Southern
latitudes. Tundra juniper, for ex-
ample, reflects three times more
weakly than oats.
A certain kind of flaz and other
plants of the sub-Arctic conserve
heat of the sun, and in general do
not reflect infrared rays. The plates
sensitive to green light did not be-
come white but dark, similar to the
Martian "seas."
The assumptions and theoretical
conclusions of G. A. Tikov received
a practical confirmation. They led
to the discovery of a new biological
law—the law of photoadaptation of
plants to surrounding conditions: to
hot and cold climates. The action of
this law was first discovered on
Mars, and afterwards on Earth!
Astrobiology, born in 1946 and
first called Astrobotany, developed
rapidly. It formed many avid sup-
porters among scholars of various
specialties.
On the Threshold of the Heavens
As the sun sets and the stars
flicker in the sky, in the starry dis-
tance we can imagine the planets of
another system which is lighted and
warmed by its own sun. On many
of them there is life, they achieve,
in the course of time, a high level of
development. And this development
of life must regularly lead to a grad-
ual renewal of a reasonable mode of
thinking.
"Matter leads to the development
of a thinking being by the force of
its very nature, and therefore from
necessity occurs all those cases,
when suitable conditions are avail-
able, not necessarily everywhere,
and always one and the same."
Thus spoke Engels.
Communicat,ion with intelligent
inhabitants in planets of other solar
systems is, indisputably, an event of
the future. But the reality of space
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Now that the blood, sweat, and
tears of final's week are in the past
and the slate has been wiped clean,
the Taus are bringing all of their
New Year's resolutions out of cold
storage in anticipation of the new
semester. With such enthusiasm it
appears as though no scholastic rec-
ord will be safe.
Although the month of January
did contain that fateful week, it was
not a total loss, even socially. The
ATOs on Sunday, January 4th, held
a mixer with the Zeta Taus and their
newly acquired pledge class. The
Zeta Tau pledges put on a classroom
skit that was very appropriate in
keeping with the theme of the mix-
er. The theme of High School took
everyone back to those good ol'
high school days.
The battle between the North and
the South will be fought again. The
skirmish will be waged on Wabash
Avenue, and the issue--to see which
side can collect the most money for
the Vigo County Heart Fund. The
South warriors will be the Taus and
the Gamma Phi sorority; while the
North will be comprised of the ATO
colony from State and their yet to
be selected girl helpers.
March 9, was announced as the
date of the annual ATO State Day.
In the basketball tourney drawings,
lady luck turned against the Taus
and they drew the highly regarded
Indiana chapter. Although the bas-
ketball outlook is bleak, the chapter
is looking forward to this day of fel-
lowship and relaxation.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
It's quiet on all fronts at the
Lambda Chi Alpha house, as the
brothers prepare for the mad dash
through finals week. However, be-
fore they switched all systems to
PANIC, the brothers did manage to
accomplish some useful actions.
Chapter elections were held in
mid-January. Officers for 1963 are:
president, John Stockton; vice-presi-
dent, Dale Barkley; secretary, Ron
Turaski; treasurer, Jim Watkins;
rush chairman, Tobey King; pledge
trainer, Jim Schulz; social chairman,
Skip Szilagyi; ritualist, Bob Valle;
house manager, Bill Bergstrand;
steward, Allen Stanley; assistant
treasurer, Steve Watson; assistant
ritualist, Norm Schuld; assistant
house manager, Howard Alm.
Congratulations are heartily ex-
tended to the Brothers who have re-
cently put the lady of their choice
safely under pin and key.
Brother Allen Stanley relin-
quished his pin to Miss Sandy
Cloyd, of Terre Haute and Rock-
ville, on Christmas Eve.
Brother Greg Bolt is pinned to
Miss Judy Ketchem, ISC junior, as
of January. Dennis Karwatka also
started the new year off right
by pinning Miss Carole Thommen,
ISC junior.
Miss Becky Sprunger, junior at
ISC, is the keeper of the pin of Bro-
ther Don Miller.
The engagement of Brother Dave
Dumford to his pinmate, Miss Sue
Moody, Valparaiso Phi Beta Chi, has
been announced. The couple is plan-
ning an August marriage.
Fred Terry, '62, is engaged to his
former pinmate, Miss Sarah Fisher,
ISC Chi Omega, and plans to wed
in June.
The chapter has selected Brother
Bob Leonard to act as song leader.
Bob is looking forward to the co-
operation of the chapter in carrying
on the singing tradition of Lambda
Chi Alpha.
Congratulations to Brother Jeff
Lew and his new pinmate, Miss Ma-
donna Streaker, St. Anthony's senior
from Terre Haute.
Best wishes of the chapter are ex-
tended to Brother Andy Hrezo, '62,
who married the former Miss Har-
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riet Cox, St. Mary's '62, on Nov. 24
in Jacksonville, Fla. Several of the
Brothers attended a reception for
the couple in Gary, Ind. on Dec. 2.
Brother Dave Dumford has been
given control of the chapter basket-
ball team for the season.
THETA XI
Last words of fame uttered by our
ex-hero-leader-protector Lynn "C.
M." Roberts; the person we all plac-
ed our faith and security in were:
"I will never ever, cross my heart
and hope to lose my hair, get
pinned." However, leaving the pro-
tected grounds of Theta Xi for a
mere two weeks, he was tempted by
the wiles of a young female mortal,
and as Sampson lost his hair, did
Roberts lose his pin. As a result, he
was promptly ostracized from Olym-
pus with the curse of Kappa, the god
of hair. From this day forth, C. M.'s
hairline shall proceed to approach
his neck via a route passing over
the top of his cranium. Also, he will
be forced to make a weekly pilgrim-
age to Louisville to visit his cause of
downfall. Presently, he is fulfilling
all requirements.
A quiet wake was held for Brother
Bob Brown on December 20, wed-
ding eve. He is now presently a
walking dead . . . with a smile on
his face.
Brother Bob Murray is now walk-
ing around with his pin once again,
after a year and a half of nakedness.
However, this is quite a deceiving
statement, because he, in reality, has
dropped another notch in the famed
inferno. He has now pledged his
soul to Miss Connie Vickray, sealed
with carbon. May he turn in tor-
ment.
SIGMA NU
The Christmas holidays were very
enjoyable for most of the men of
EN, while for others . . . well, from
the absence of pins and lavaliers
around the house, one would think
EN had dissolved its Beta Upsilon
Chapter. The results are as follows:
Joe Wise is engaged to Miss Lee
Ann Pointer. Joe Toole finally
popped the question to Miss Donna
Grubb, Don (I'll never get married)
Pierce has set a June 29 date with
Miss Carol Selenka, and Larry
Clemons is engaged to Miss Judy
Stark.
Pete Petrowsky has lost his pin
to Miss Karen Yeager, on the con-
dition that he get his hair cut once
a month, and Dave Niederhaus is
pinned to Miss Anita Tibbs. Chuck
Baker is lavaliered to Miss Carolyn
Seachek and Bill Everson presented
a lavalier to Miss Mary McKinney.
Although there were practically
no unattached brothers left, Sigma
Nu had a beatnik style mixer with
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority on
Friday, January 12.
Miss Carol Selenka has been se-
lected Sweetheart of Sigma Nu in
preparation for State Day, which
will be held March 10th at the I.S.T.
building in Indianapolis.
Miss Bernie Ziol, who wears the
pin of Brother Gib Robinson, has
been elected Ideal Sorority Woman
of the Year by Zeta Tau Alpha.
Rand Overdorf and Ray Lepp
have been playing 'Space Angel'
lately. We think Rand is an impos-
ter; it seems he got confused at the
Crystal Ball and couldn't remember
which eye his patch was supposed
to be covering.
The halls of 831 So. Center (and
the shrubs) have been graced since
last month by the presence of
Duchess, a three month old Great
Dane. She owns Dave Niederhaus,
and will remain as our mascot when
Brother Dave graduates.
Sigma Nu has continued to keep
its spotless record in IF sports this
year. A tense 39-38 victory over
Lambda Chi Alpha brought the
Sigma Nu basketball record to 2-0
this season. Brother Neil Irwin
saved the teams from the hard work
of playing an overtime by sinking
a gift shot with the clock stopped
at O.
Sigma Nu welcomes Brothers
Larry E. Hall and Gary Shillinger,
who were initiated into Beta Upsilon
on Sunday, January 6. Congratula-
tions, men!
A bit of sad news as a parting
shot: We hear the P.B.C. Taxi Serv-
ice is no longer in operation, due to
technical difficulties beyond the
manager's control.
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(Continued from Page 16)
their own existence? Yes, it waits
at the end of the winding road—this
nation is travelling as if it had a
deadline to meet—socialism! One
cannot say our form of capitalism
shall be defeated; it will simply
drain slowly into that huge river of
socialistic thought. Little by little,
bit by capitalistic bit, it will jour-
ney to the left and join with that
vein of communism moving to the
right, and both will flow as one into
the eternal ocean of socialism.
Why do I say capitalism has not
failed and shall not in the future?
Consider where the compromise or
median would lie with respect to the
systems scale if capitalism had never
existed. Yes, the median would lie
much further left than if the influ-
ence of capitalism had not shown its
mark.
No, capitalism has not and shall
not fail. It is simply a well develop-
ed concept, put to practical use,
which shall, in our own life time,
grow obsolete.
ALUMNUS LETTER
(Continued front Page 22)
4. Would you give us a little bit of
your personal philosophy?
The college graduate is the most
"filtered" man today. He has sur-
vived the harsh scrutiny of innumer-
able tests. As he is elected to take
his place in society he submits to a
final filtering process and conse-
quently succeeds or compromises his
goals. The persuading elements
which he must demonstrate are: his
technical competence and his com-
municative competence. He must
evaluate and be able to live with his
technical competition. He must know
how and be able to get along with
people. And he must know how and
be able to buy and sell ideas.
Industry, education and society
will always have need for the indi-
vidual who can develop the work-
relationship, and who can develop
the person-to-person or man-boss re-
lationship, and who can communi-
cate effectively. Society wants such
individuals — and the greatest se-





















Ohio at Gilbert Ave.
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Hotel owner: "Did you find our
hotel towels in that man's suit-
case?"
Hotel detective: "No but I found
a chambermaid in his grip."
And then there was the engineer
who called his girl "Carbon" be-
cause her resistance went down
when she got warmed up.
In Paris, it's frankness ;
In Panama, it's life ;
In a professor, it's clever ;
But in a college magazine
It's smutty.
"Look at the way these young
people dress today!" snorted the
judge at the horse show to another
judge standing next to him. "See
that thing with a poodle haircut,
bluejeans, and shirt hanging out.
I can't even tell whether it's a boy
or girl."
The judge he was talking to
coldly answered, "I can assure you
it is a girl—she is my daughter."
"My apologies," mumbled the
first judge. "I had no idea you were
her father."
"I'm not," snapped the parent,
"I'm her mother."
And then there was the butcher
who backed into a meat grinder and
got a little behind in his orders.
An engineer who came to a den-
tist's office for a tooth extraction
was so frightened at the prospect,
that the dentist sympathetically
offered him a shot of whiskey. Then
the engineer asked for another
Stolen by Larry MacDonald
Junior C.E.
shot, and gulped it down. The den-
tist then asked kindly:
"There young man. Do you feel
any braver? Got your courage
back?"
"Yeah," snarled the engineer.
"And brother, I'd like to see any-
body touch my teeth!"
Two wealthy industrialists fell
into an argument about whether
the Russians were really our
friends or not. The one that main-
tained that they were said, "Why,
I'll bet I could ride a Russian ship
to Russia, tour the country, and
return, and nothing at all would
happen to me."
The other man called his bet,
and the sum was set at one million
dollars. Two weeks later as the
Russian ship left New York har-
bor, the ship's captain called the
American from his cabin. "We haff
cable for you from New York,
Friend," he snarled, "Read It !"
The American, puzzled at the
Captain's belligerant manner, look-
ed at the cable. It read : "If you
can't get Khrushchev, try for
Mikoyan."
Two medical students got bored
at the hospital the other day.
They found a stack of diagnosis
cards and began a game of poker.
They picked up their hands and
looked at the cards. One bet, the
other raised and re-raised until one
finally called.
"Looks like I win. I've got three
pneumonias and two gallstones."
"Not so fast, I've got four
enemas."
"Well, I guess you take the pot."
* * *
The girls who wear those skimpy
bathing suits may not have any
particular end in view but they
almost do.
Young man to draft board: "But
you can't turn me down! I've pro-
posed to three girls, told my in-
structor what I think of him, and
sold my car.
Origin of the Charleston: A
Scotsman trying to pick the lock
on a pay toilet.
The most unbelievable golf story
of the year appeared on the sports
page of a Florida newspaper re-
cently. It read: "At this point the
gallery deserted the defending
champion to watch Miss Blank,
whose shorts were dropping on the
green with amazing regularity."
Having imbibed too freely at a
hotel dance a pretty young thing
in Texas ran outdoors, fainted and
fell over a trash barrel.
A young man saw her, picked
her up and carried her up to his
room. -
The next morning he wired his
partner in New York, "Close office.
Sell everything. Come to Texas.
They throw away better stuff here
than you can buy in New York.
He: "Whisper those three little
words that will make me walk on
air."
She: "Go hang yourself."
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Kodak beyond the snapshot ...
(random notes)
At long last, the long last horse
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The horseplayers of America have
made a contribution to engineering.
True horseplayers spend their lives
contributing. They contribute by a
process based on ordinal digits. Deter-
mination of the digits often requires
instrumentation. A sound technology
has developed to support this instru-
mentation. The horseplayers gladly
support the technology by their con-
tributions. The technology is now old
enough to have added the expression
"photo finish" to common speech.
A photo-finish negative is projected
for the judges less than 25 seconds
after the last horse crosses the finish
line. They nearly always wait for the
last horse. If the last horse is quite late,
it looks longer than the first horse
because there is hardly need for it to
hurry any more as it passes the finish
line. The finish line is the optical con-
jugate of a narrow slit at the focal
plane of the camera. The film moves
past the slit at constant speed.
We have just introduced a new
KODAK Timing Negative Film for
this work. We don't see why the new
film should be denied to off-track use.
It is a 35mm film with the perforations
Electric sugar, *5 per lb.
A mighty industry breaks down the
sugar molecule in the interests of con-
viviality. Use of the sugar molecule as
a base for further building is little
practiced, except by us. (We do it in
the northeast corner of a state which
respects the venerable craft that works
the other way.)
And what is achieved thereby?
A high dielectric constant, a large
increase in the capacitance of an elec-
trical condenser compared with when
there is nothing between the plates.
Obviously, the manufacturers of
capacitors and of electroluminescent
panels have had to be notified. We
Chemical advice
Virtually every laboratory' in this
country and many other countries
that ever has occasion to work with
organic compounds has a green book
entitled Eastman Organic Chemicals List
No. 42. It gives the accepted nomen-
clature, structural formulas, melting
range or boiling range, and prices for
convenient quantities of thousands of
compounds, many of them in several
grades of purity. Perhaps you have a
copy.
tind them interested and alert.
We divert a little sucrose from coffee
breaks and react it with acrylonitrile,
forming a clear, viscous liquid desig-
nated Cyanoethyl Sucrose in which a
statistical 7.3 of the 8 available hy-
droxyls are replaced by OC,11.,CN
groups. At 60 cycles this substance has
omitted and the edge legend KODAK
SAFETY FILM reduced in height to .014",
all in order to make room for the tim-
ing signal and other indicia (some of
which have been deleted from the
above illustration to protect the privacy
of the jockeys). When developed for
10 seconds in the proper hot developer,
it yields extraordinary definition at an
Exposure Index of about 100. Fix-
ation is extremely rapid. Contrast is
readily controlled by the processing
parameters. Spectral sensitivity is
notably uniform from the ultraviolet
to 630mi.L.
a dielectric constant of 38 and com-
petes with other cyanoethylated di-
electrics at 11-19 and with chlorinated
aromatic hydrocarbons at 4-6. (The
dielectric constant of water runs















(25°C. ohm-cm) 5 x 10" 3-6 x 10' > 5 x 10"
Get rid of it.
It is out of date. The new one bears
the designation List No. 43, which seems
logical enough. It is BLUE. There is
a first-rate chance of acquiring a blue
one by asking a division of ours called
Distillation Products Industries,
Rochester 3, N.Y. If this offer appeals
to you at all, we can visualize you in
a position some day to do us a favor
by buying our chemicals. It is with
that same eye to the future that we
try to keep you aware of photographic
ways of engineering.
Since past endeavors in these
directions have made the goods
move well, possibility arises also
of becoming one of us instead of
a customer. For example, suc-
cessful chemical plants need










Halbert B. Miller has manageriol
responsibility for General Electric's
Manufacturing Services. This re-
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Construction Operation. Mr. Miller
holds a degree in mechanical engi-
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Electric career as a student engi-
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Q. Mr. Miller, what do engineers do in manufacturing?
A. Engineers design, build, equip, and operate our General Electric plants through-
out the world. In General Electric, this is manufacturing work, and it sub-divides
into categories, such as quality control engineering, materials management, shop
management, manufacturing engineering, and plant engineering. All of these jobs
require technical men for many reasons. First, the complexity of our products is
on the increase. Today's devices—involving mechanical, electrical, hydraulic,
electronic, chemical, and even atomic components—call for a high degree of
technical knowhow. Then there's the progressive trend toward mechanization and
automation that demands engineering skills. And finally, the rapid development of
new tools and techniques has opened new doors of technical opportunity—elec-
tronic data processing, computers, numerically programmed machine tools, auto-
matic processing, feedback control, and a host of others. In short, the require-
ments of complex products of more exacting quality, of advanced processes and
techniques of manufacture, and of industry's need for higher productivity add up
to an opportunity and a challenge in which the role of engineers is vital.
Q. How do opportunities for technical graduates in manufacturing stack up
with other areas?
A. Manufacturing holds great promise for the creative technical man with leader-
ship ability. Over 60 percent of the 250,000 men and women in General Electric
are in manufacturing. You, as an engineer, will become part of the small technical
core that leads this large force, and your opportunity for growth, therefore, is
unexcelled. Technical graduates in manufacturing are teamed with those in mar-
keting who assess customer needs; those in research and development who con-
ceive new products; and those in engineering who create new product designs. I
sincerely believe that the role of technical graduates of high competence in the
manufacturing function is one of the major opportunities for progress in industry.
Q. What technical disciplines are best suited to a career in manufacturing?
A. We need men with Doctor's, Master's, and Bachelor's degrees in all the tech-
nical disciplines, including engineering, mathematics, chemistry and physics. We
need M.B.A.'s also. General Electric's broad diversification plus the demands of
modern manufacturing call for a wide range of first-class technical talent. For one
example: outside of the Federal Government, we're the largest user of computers
in the United States. Just think of the challenge to mathematicians and business-
systems men.
Q. My school work has emphasized fundamentals. Will General Electric train
me in the specifics I need to be effective?
A. Yes, the Nlanufacturing Training Program is designed to do just that. Seminars
which cover the sub-functions of manufacturing will expose you to both the theo-
retical and practical approaches to operating problems. Each of the succeeding
jobs you have will train you further in the important work areas of manufacturing.
Q. After the Program—what?
A. From that point, your ability and initiative will determine your direction.
Graduates of the Manufacturing Training Program have Company-wide oppor-
tunities and they continue to advance to positions of greater responsibility.
Progress. is Our Most important Product
GENERAL ELECTRIC
